


A look at the recent history of corporate longevity on the S&P 500 
indicates that, at their current rate of churn, half of the listed  
companies might be replaced in the next 10 years. Businesses need 
to adopt a transformative mindset and be open to constant evolution to 
stay relevant. 

Along with new organizational designs and operating models, they 
need to create new pathways for internal collaboration. This ebook 
addresses one of these collaborations in particular: Talent Acquisition 
and IT.

Talent and IT teams mostly find themselves working together when 
implementing a new technology with a complex rollout plan spanning 
different teams in separate locations. Such implementations are 
technically complex, have a high risk of failure, and naturally require 
close attention from the IT team. However, there is strategic value 
in establishing more permanent ways of working between the two 
organizations, beyond buying and implementing new technology. 

An increasing number of enterprises’ talent teams have established 
productive working relationships with their IT counterparts, in one or 
more of the following ways: 

1. Forming decentralized teams with IT capabilities attached to 
talent acquisition

2. Building an iterative mindset in talent acquisition

3. Collaborating with IT during the buying and implementation of  
a new technology

How can talent acquisition teams collaborate with IT?
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What are the foundations of a productive relationship 
between IT and talent acquisition?

The Chief Information Officer (CIO) of a large enterprise is usually 
concerned with the following priorities and how each of them can help 
the larger business reach its goals:

Data privacy and security  
A CIO aims to ensure compliance with regulations like 
GDPR and CCPA, and works to protect company data from 
unauthorized access. But beyond compliance and security, the 
mark of a high-performing IT organization is its ability to give 
every other part of the business a better understanding of its 
data: where it sits, how to keep it up to date, how to control 
access to it as needed, and how to leverage it to create value for 
the company. 

Data-driven enterprise 
Today, any large enterprise collects a large amount of data, from 
sales data and market insights to manufacturing and production 
performance. However, only a small part of it is used to derive 
any sort of insight, mostly because it is collected by separate 
organizations within the company and sits in silos. Without 
context, the IT department cannot leverage data to create value 
for the company, and so it aims to make that information clean, 
usable, and easy to find for any team in the company. This 
empowers the whole business to become analytics-driven.

Digital transformation 
Digital transformation is on the agenda of most CEOs today, and 
consequently is one of the main preoccupations of CIOs. This 
includes issues such as automation and machine learning, IoT, 
cloud-based operations, and a deep understanding of the data 
available throughout the organization. The biggest challenge 
it presents, however, is not technical—for most CIOs, it is the 
necessary collaboration with other departments that poses the 
highest risks of failure.
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With a permanent and productive relationship in place, both IT and 
talent acquisition can help the business achieve these objectives 
faster. The talent team can gain a better understanding of the flow 
of candidate data in HR systems, and can apply contextual talent 
knowledge that the IT team lacks to create value for the company. 
Talent leaders can suggest small adjustments to recruiting  
processes that may have a disproportionate impact on the ability  
to connect different tools and platforms, as well as significantly 
facilitate operations and data flow. As they work more closely with  
their IT counterparts, talent acquisition professionals will pick up  
more data analysis skills and bring the company closer to its 
digitization objectives.

The checklist below can help the talent acquisition team navigate 
this collaboration in its many forms, understand how to approach and 
involve the IT organization, and what benefits the business can reap 
from such a partnership. 
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1. Becoming a data-first talent organization

A data-first organization is one that relies on data to make decisions 
and drive growth. There is an assumption behind that definition that 
the hardest part of being data-driven is the analytical work of drawing 
actionable insights from data. While that is a valuable skill set, it is 
something that any team can simply hire for.

The challenge, especially for talent teams who typically have less 
experienced with sophisticated data management, lies more often in 
knowing where the data lives, and how to collect it and move it around 
cleanly and efficiently. Below are a few suggestions to get started on 
becoming a data-driven talent organization:

 � Set up the right infrastructure for good data federation:

• Can your current systems accept data from disparate entry 
points and homogenize them in a single database?

• Can you instantaneously access all the candidate data that 
your organization owns, anywhere in the world?

• Does your system enable automatic candidate data updates?

• Do your talent tools integrate well enough that you can have 
a single source of truth for most–if not all–fields in your 
candidate profiles?

 � Educate the team on good data collection and management 
practices:

• Ensure your team understands the concept of data 
federation and data virtualization, as well as their impact 
on the performance of the talent organization, in terms of 
performance, compliance, security, and analytical ability. 

• Enable teams to follow good data collection practices, by 
setting up global naming conventions for different candidate 
data fields, for instance, or guidelines for proper candidate 
profile documentation. Your talent solution providers can 
suggest guidelines and conventions tailored to your needs.
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2. Building an agile mindset in talent acquisition

Software engineering teams have a prevailing test-and-learn culture in 
every aspect of their work. They also tend to operate in a much more agile 
structures, accepting that with each new project, there will be a reshuffling 
of skills and teams, and a stretching of their current capabilities.

This culture, when applied to other areas of the business, makes teams 
more adaptable to change and more comfortable with risk, which is an 
advantage for a business looking to fundamentally transform and stay 
ahead of the competition. Use a collaboration with IT to bring some of 
that mindset into the talent acquisition team.

Bring IT skills to the talent acquisition team

Designing agile teams composed of both IT and talent acquisition team 
members ensures that technical skills are permanently attached to the 
talent acquisition team. 

With these teams in place, future talent initiatives will be designed with 
an eye for technical capabilities and limitations right from the start. 
Execution will be faster and smoother, with less reliance on outside 
support. Both of these changes fall under digitization efforts, and lead to 
the talent acquisition team becoming more comfortable using advanced 
tools to improve its operations.

 � Designate talent acquisition team members to form a new team 
together with their IT counterparts. These team members should be:

• Reasonably tech-savvy or enthusiastic about technology 

• Experienced enough to be able to identify areas of value 
creation in talent acquisition and to formulate technology-
based solutions to address them

 � Set a scope of responsibility for these newly formed teams, such as 

• Creating a strategy for the talent acquisition technology toolstack 

• Exploring opportunities to improve talent acquisition operations 
and outcomes using technology. An obvious place to start is 
looking at how candidate data is organized and leveraged 
by the recruiting team, especially with the sophisticated data 
collection and cleaning capabilities offered by modern talent 
acquisition software.

• Upskilling talent employees to help them take ownership of 
routine maintenance and small configuration tasks within their 
talent acquisition tools. 
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Encourage a more iterative mindset

 � With the help of IT leadership, identify a champion in the IT team to 
partner with their talent acquisition counterpart

 � Task the newly identified champions with the scope of their mission

 � List the processes and organizational changes needed to 
make testing and iteration easier in the talent acquisition 
organization, such as: 

• Earmarking a budget for experiments and determining a 
process for talent acquisition teams to apply for a share 
of those resources to set up their own tests

• Setting up periodic communications within the wider 
talent acquisition team around both successful and failed 
tests, as well as the takeaways from them, to encourage 
a mindset more open to experimentation

• Surveying the wider talent acquisition organization about 
potential blockers to conducting tests and experiments 

 � Identify areas of talent acquisition operations that can lend 
themselves to easy experiments with iteration and testing, as 
well as the hypotheses to be tested. These could be:

• Content, timing or frequency of recruitment marketing 
campaigns

• A/B tests of recruitment events targeted at candidates 

• A sentiment survey to candidates after the recruiting 
process is over

Iteration and testing are not the only IT behaviors that talent teams  
can emulate. This collaboration can be used to transplant data analytics 
skills that can help the talent acquisition organization become more  
data-driven, and provide the business with new insights.
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3. Collaborating with IT during the buying and 
implementation process

This collaboration takes different forms at different stages of the 
process of acquiring and implementing a new talent acquisition 
technology, such as a Talent Operating System. 

When the talent team first decides to explore the possibility of 
buying a new TOS:

 � Check who has ownership over the buying budget—meaning 
whose approval is needed to make the purchase—with the 
Finance department and the IT department. This will help the 
buying process go much faster down the line.

 � Involve the appropriate stakeholders from the IT department from 
the start of the buying process, when you first set out to build the 
case for a new TOS. 

 � Share expected outcomes from this new TOS with the IT 
department to give them context around the needs of the talent 
team. E.g: new recruitment marketing capabilities, better reporting 
around talent acquisition, a proactive approach to recruiting…

During demos, and when drafting RFP requests or tenders: 

 � Ask the IT team to include a section dedicated to  
technical capabilities. 

 � Invite IT stakeholders who are aware of the talent team’s 
expected outcomes to demo sessions, as they will be able to 
ask in-depth questions that will reveal the true capabilities of the 
solutions being presented.
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During the approval process:

The IT organization is always involved in the approval process of the 
acquisition of any new technology in the enterprise, even if it doesn’t 
have ownership over the necessary budget. By including the right 
stakeholders proactively in the process, the talent team ensures that 
the acquisition and implementation are not delayed down the line.

 � Invite the IT team to participate in the selection and solution 
design process, as the IT team will look beyond the talent 
acquisition processes into how the new technology fits into  
the enterprise’s overall tool stack. This includes asking  
questions around:

• Security reviews

• Privacy issues

• User management, e.g for organizations that use Single 
Sign-On

• Incident management, e.g in the case of a security breach 

 � Pull the IT team into demos to ask the right questions

• How does the new technology integrate with other 
recruitment tools? How does data move between  
these systems? IT is better placed to ask about the 
integration piece. 

• Who does maintenance on the new tool?

• Who can have custom changes built for the enterprise? 

• How is data synced on the new TOS?

• Are the response times and the support levels offered by the 
Service Level Agreements on par with the market? 
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A note on the integration of a Talent Operating System

After the buying contract is signed and the talent team has successfully 
acquired the new technology, the IT organization’s involvement 
changes. The IT team members might assist in some of the technical 
aspects of the new TOS setup, such as whitelabelling, configuring 
email addresses and domains for marketing purposes, giving 
permissions for SSOs, etc.

For those aspects of the integration to go as smoothly as possible, it 
is important to involve the IT organization early on in the process of 
buying a new TOS. They will help you spot potential challenges before 
you commit to a specific tool, and will ensure you get the full benefits of 
the technology of your choice.
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About Beamery

Beamery’s mission is to be the Talent Operating System through which 
the world’s best companies acquire their greatest assets: their people.

Beamery’s Talent Operating System combines Talent CRM, Talent 
Marketing, Automated Compliance, and a Connected layer to legacy 
systems, which gives enterprises the tools they need to address 
modern talent solutions, from forecasting and planning, to employer 
branding, to recruitment operations and business transformation. 
With Beamery, companies can attract, identify and engage candidates 
on one unified platform, build relationships with top talent, and deliver 
better talent acquisition - at scale.

Founded in 2014 in London, Beamery is one of the leading UK 
technology companies and trusted by global organizations  
such as Continental, Zalando, Commvault, Grab and Balfour Beatty.  
Beamery has offices in London, Austin, and San Francisco.

For more information, visit the Beamery website,  
follow @BeameryHQ on Twitter, or email us at info@beamery.com.

“The best candidate experiences are powered by Beamery” .
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